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Summary 

The identification on the nature of Spark Ignition (SI) engine combustion shows that 

the engine flames can be classified as turbulence premixed type. It consists of 

complex phenomena such as reaction, diffusion, volume expansion and in general 

involves complicated geometries, complex physics, heat transfer, and fluid flow. 

Because of the above factors, the need of models to simulate these combustion 

processes is highly demanded to evaluate the performance of different designs, 

perform parametric studies and virtual prototype each design before actual 

fabrication. 

Computer simulations were carried out using an in-house RANS CFD code being 

developed at Loughborough University, known as Turbulence Reactance Flow 2-

Dimension (TRF2D), to evaluate its capability whether it will be suitable to be 

applied for the simulation of SI engine. Since the code is still in the development 

stage, comparison of its capability were asessed with experimental results that use 

mounted obstacles to allow the build-up of turbulence creating complex interaction 

and challenging problem for numerical model. Results were discussed based on the 

structure of flame propagation, flame location and the pressure time history within 

the combustion chamber. The identification of the approach applied were also 

discovered based on its combustion regimes. 

A comprehensive study of the modelling technique used in TRF2D was carried out 

and improvements needed for standard k-s turbulence model and the non-linear k-E 

turbulence model were identified. In general, by using a standard turbulence model, 

the code failed to reproduce the recirculation phenomena that took place in the 

combustion chamber. Meanwhile, the modified non-linear turbulence model has 

shown a good correlation with the experimental results. The code has also shown its 

capability in simulating various different fuel mixtures. 

The identification of the approach has summarised that TRF2D is best suited for the 

studies of SI engine combustion as the calculated results by the model were found to 

be in the region of the SI engine reaction. 
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Nomenclature 

Latin Symbols 
a, b, c.. Consumption reaction rate orders 
A, Species concentration 
A, B, C.. Reactant species 
c Reaction progress variable 
CL BML model constant 
Cd 

D 
Da 
DL 
Dr 
e 
g 
k 
kt 
kr 
K 
l 
[F 
L 
Ly 
p 

R 
RL 
Re 
Ro 
s 
s 
Sr 
t 
tp 
tr 
~~ 
T 
Ts 
u 
UL 

v, 
w 

Integral length scale constant 
Fractal dimension 
Dimensionless Damkohler number 
Laminar fractal dimension 
Turbulent fractal dimension 
Specific internal energy (Jkg.1

) 

BML reaction rate parameter 
Turbulence kinetic energy (m2s.2) 

Reaction rate for coefficient for forward reaction 
Reaction rate coefficient for reverse reaction 
Dimensionless Karlovitz number 
Integral length scale 
Flame thickness 
Length scale 
Wrinkling lensth scale (m) 
Pressure (Nm· ) 
Mean rate of chemical reaction per unit area (kgm·2s.1

) 

Turbulent Reynolds number 
Dimensionless Reynolds number 
Universal gas constant (Nmkmo1'1K 1

) 

Number of different species 
Flow strain (s.1

) 

Flame speed (ms'1) 

Time (s) 
Flame time 
Turbulent time 
Kolmogorov time 
Temperature (K) 
Turbulent flow stretch term (m.1s.1

) 

Axial flow velocity (ms'1) 

Laminar burning velocity (ms'1) 

Stoichiometric coefficient of reactance 

Rate of chemical reaction (kgm·3s'1) 



Greek Symbols 
a Parameter in the T, term 
~ Parameter used to calculate uL 

8L Laminar flame thickness (m) 
e Rate of dissipation of k (m2s-3

) 

Ml Change in specific enthalpy (Jkg-1
) 

cr Prandtl/Schmidt number 
cry BML reaction rate parameter 
¢ Arbitrary variable 
T/ Kolmogorov microscale (m) 
A Thermal Conductivity (Wm-1K"1

) 

!lr Turbulent eddy viscosity 
v Kinematic viscosity 
Q Vorticity 
p Density 
Pu Density ofunbumt mixture 

ph Density of burnt mixture 

1: Heat release parameter 
'tij viscous stress tensor (Nm-2

) 

Others 

" 

Reynolds averaged mean value 
Favre averaged mean value 
Difference from Reynolds averaged mean value 
Difference from Favre averaged mean value 
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